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According to a vehicle V equipped with a passenger frame 
having a small height from the ground level of an embodiment 
of the invention, the vehicle is equipped with a passenger 
frame F, to have a height (vehicle height) from the ground 
level smaller than a vehicle equipped with a common frame F 
that is disposed at a distance from side sills S and side frames 
f of the passenger frame F of the structure are inserted in 
spaces formed under the side sills S that forms the sides of the 
bottom of vehicle V. Therefore, the length of the passenger 
frame F protruding to the ground level is reduced, which 
reduces the height (vehicle height) of vehicle V from the 
ground level that is determined by the passenger frame F. 
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VEHICLE EQUIPPED WITH PASSENGER 
FRAME HAVING SMALL HEIGHT FROM 

GROUND 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application is based on, and claims pri 
ority from, Korean Application Serial Number 10-2007 
0114097, filed on Nov. 9, 2007, the disclosure of which is 
hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to a vehicle, particu 
larly a vehicle equipped with a passenger frame having a 
Small height from the ground level. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. In general, a vehicle is classified into a frame type 
vehicle and a monocoque type vehicle. 
0004. A frame type of vehicle is provided with a frame as 
a basic chassis and allows saving cost by expansion of modu 
larization and ride performance by isolating vibration due to 
the frame and abush of a carbody, whereas a monocoque type 
of vehicle has a low floor, such that it is possible to reduce the 
height of the vehicle from the ground level, improve roll 
performance, and develop stylish vehicles. 
0005. By applying the characteristics of the frame type 
and monocoque type as described above to a vehicle, that is, 
when a frame is applied to a vehicle that is designed for the 
monocoque type, it is possible to simultaneously obtain the 
advantages of a frame type of vehicle and a monocoque type 
of vehicle as well. 
0006. However, when a frame is applied to a vehicle, the 
frame cannot be applied to the vehicle only by reducing the 
size to fit the vehicle. Similarly, members of a passenger 
frame are disposed under a floor, such as the above frame, 
Such that the height from the ground level is increased. As a 
result, the increase in height from the ground level does not 
meet requirement for monocoque type vehicles. 
0007 Accordingly, a design that does not cause increase in 
height from the ground level due to the frame in a vehicle 
equipped with a passenger frame should be preferentially 
considered in order to improve comfort by reducing the 
height from the ground level. Such as a monocoque type 
vehicle, and make the vehicle stylish. 
0008. The information disclosed in this Background level 
of the Invention section is only for enhancement of under 
standing of the background level of the invention and should 
not be taken as an acknowledgement or any form of Sugges 
tion that this information forms the prior art that is already 
known to a person skilled in the art. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. It is an object of the invention to design a stylish 
frame type vehicle that has a small height from the ground 
level. Such as a monocoque type vehicle, and provides com 
fort, and to improve safety in Steering by, even though the 
vehicle is equipped with a frame, inserting the frame in side 
sills in order to reduce the height of the frame type vehicle 
from the ground level such that the center of gravity is low 
ered. 
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0010 Further, it is another object of the invention to 
increase rigidity of the side sills regardless of the frame by 
disposing the frame in the side sills of the vehicle in order to 
prevent decrease in rigidity. 
0011 Exemplary embodiments of the present invention 
provide a vehicle equipped with a passenger frame having a 
small height from the ground level, in which side frames at 
both sides of the passenger frame are disposed in spaces 
formed by side sills that are formed at both sides of the 
vehicle. 

0012. The space formed by the side sill is positioned 
higher than the center portion of a center floor panel and the 
side frames of the passenger frame that are disposed in the 
side sills are disposed higher than the center portion of the 
center floor panel. 
0013 The side sill includes a side sill assembly, a side sill 
outer reinforcement panel, and a side sill inner reinforcement 
panel. The side sill assembly includes a plurality of panels 
attached to each other at predetermined distances from each 
other to form the outside of the bottom of the vehicle. The side 
sill outer reinforcement panel is attached to form a first side 
sill closed space in the side sill assembly that is an empty 
space inside the side sill assembly. The side sill inner rein 
forcement panel is connected to the center floor panel at a 
predetermined distance from the side sill outer reinforcement 
panel. 
0014. The side sill outer reinforcement panel has a body 
shaped portion that horizontally extends to the side sill assem 
bly in consideration of a rectangular cross section of the side 
frame of the passenger frame and then declines and bends 
toward the side sill assembly. 
0015 The center floor panel has a center panel portion at 
the bottom of which both ends are connected to the inside of 
the side sills and that forms a second side sill closed space 
between the side sill outer reinforcement panel attached 
inside of the side sill and the side sill inner reinforcement 
panel. 
0016. The center floor panel has: fixed portions that are 
different in height at both ends of the center panel portion 
forming the bottom of the center floor panel and attached to 
the side sill outer reinforcement panels; an extending block 
portion that blocks the side sill inner reinforcement panel 
between the centerpanel portion and the fixed portion to form 
a second side sill closed space; and a front fixed portion that 
is declined and attached to a portion of the side sill inner 
reinforcement panel 3 that is attached to the center panel 
portion of the center floor panel. 
0017. According to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention, it is possible to reduce the height of a 
vehicle from the ground level by disposing a frame in side 
sills, such that it is possible to obtain advantages of a frame 
type vehicle and a monocoque type vehicle. 
0018. Further, it is possible to reduce the height from the 
ground level even though a frame is applied to a vehicle: 
therefore, it is possible to reduce a space occupied by a frame 
in a compact car of which the inside is important in terms of 
lay out. 
0019. The above features and advantages of the present 
invention will be apparent from or are set forth in more detail 
in the accompanying drawings, which are incorporated in and 
form a part of this specification, and the following Detailed 
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Description of the present invention, which together serve to 
explain by way of example the principles of the present inven 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0020. The above and other features of the present inven 
tion will now be described in detail with reference to certain 
exemplary embodiments thereof illustrated the accompany 
ing drawings which are given hereinbelow by way of illus 
tration only, and thus are not limitative of the present inven 
tion, and wherein: 
0021 FIGS. 1A and 1B are views illustrating the configu 
ration of a passenger frame and a vehicle that is equipped with 
the passenger frame according to an exemplary embodiment 
of the present invention; 
0022 FIG. 2 is a detailed view of a vehicle equipped with 
a passenger frame having a small height from the ground level 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; and 
0023 FIG. 3 is cross-sectional view illustrating the con 
figuration of FIG. 2. 
0024. It should be understood that the appended drawings 
are not necessarily to scale, presenting a somewhat simplified 
representation of various preferred features illustrative of the 
basic principles of the present invention. The specific design 
features of the present invention as disclosed herein, includ 
ing, for example, specific dimensions, orientations, locations, 
and shapes will be determined in part by the particular 
intended application and use environment. 
0025. In the figures, reference numbers refer to the same or 
equivalent parts of the present invention throughout the sev 
eral figures of the drawing. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0026. Hereinafter reference will now be made in detail to 
various embodiments of the present invention, examples of 
which are illustrated in the accompanying drawings and 
described below. While the invention will be described in 
conjunction with exemplary embodiments, it will be under 
stood that present description is not intended to limit the 
invention to those exemplary embodiments. On the contrary, 
the invention is intended to cover not only the exemplary 
embodiments, but also various alternatives, modifications, 
equivalents and other embodiments, which may be included 
within the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the 
appended claims. 
0027 FIG. 1A illustrates assembly of a passenger frame 
with a passenger frame vehicle according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. In a vehicle V equipped 
with a passenger frame F of the structure according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention, the upper 
portions of both side frames fare inserted in side sills S. Such 
that the upper portions of side frames fare positioned higher 
than the bottom of the vehicle. Accordingly, the height of 
vehicle V from the ground level (vehicle height) is decreased 
and the appearance of the car body B is stylish. 
0028. In addition, since the height of vehicle V from the 
ground level (vehicle height) is decreased, the center of grav 
ity is lowered and the safety of the vehicle in steering is 
correspondingly improved. 
0029. As shown in FIG. 1B, therefore, the height from the 
ground level of a vehicle equipped with a common frame F 
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that is spaced apart from side sill S is large, whereas vehicle 
V according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention equipped with passenger frame F is decreased in 
height from the ground level. Such as a monocoque type 
vehicle. 
0030 To achieve this configuration, according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention, side frames fat 
both sides of passenger frame F are disposed inside side sills 
Sat both sides of the bottom of vehicle V. 

0031. As shown in FIG. 2, that is, side frame fof passenger 
frame Fis inserted in a frame member space c that is open and 
forms the lower space of side sill S, such that the length of 
passenger frame F protruding to the ground level is reduced 
and the height from the ground level determined by passenger 
frame F is reduced. 
0032. According to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention, frame member spaces c are formed under 
side sills S at both sides of a center floor panel 4 of vehicle V. 
reinforcement panels are additionally are provided to frame 
member spaces c to increase rigidity of side sills S, and then 
both side frames fof passenger frame F are disposed in frame 
member space c. 
0033. Therefore, side frames f of passenger frame F are 
positioned higher than the center portion of centerfloorpanel 
4 and inserted in side sills S. Such that the protruding length to 
the ground level of passenger frame F mounted to vehicle V is 
reduced and center floor panel 4 is more lowered to the 
ground level. 
0034. As shown in FIG.3, side sill S is formed of a side sill 
assembly 1 including a plurality of panels that are attached to 
the outside of the bottom of vehicle V. 

0035. Further, a side sill outer reinforcement panel 2 is 
attached Such that a first side sill closed space a is formed in 
side sill assembly 1. 
0036 Further, a side sill inner reinforcement panel 3 of 
which both ends are joined to center floor panel 4 is further 
provided at a predetermined distance from side sill outer 
reinforcement panel 2. 
0037 Side sill assembly 1 includes a side sill outer panel 
1a that is disposed at the outermost, a side sill inner panel 1C 
that is attached to both lower and upper end portions of the 
side sillouter panel 1a and forms an inner space, and a side sill 
inner panel 1b that is positioned between the side sill outer 
panel 1a and the side sill inner panel 1c. The side sill inner 
panel 1b are attached to both lower and upper end portions of 
side sill outer panel 1a and the side sill inner panel 1c respec 
tively while dividing the inner space between the side sill 
outer panel 1a and the side sill inner panel 1c into two parts. 
0038 Side sill outer reinforcement panel 2 and side sill 
inner reinforcement panel 3 increase the rigidity of side sill S 
that is reduced with decrease in cross-sectional area, that is, 
side sill outer reinforcement panel 2 and side sill inner rein 
forcement panel 3 support the side sill assembly 1 that is 
deformed by external impact applied to side sill S in a side 
collision in order to increase the rigidity. 
0039. Further, the upper portion 2a of the side sill outer 
reinforcement panel 2, which forms the first side sill closed 
spacea, Vertically extends down from an upper flange formed 
by the attached panels of side sill assembly 1. 
0040. Further, a body-shaped portion 2b extending from 
the lower end portion of upper portion 2a of side sill outer 
reinforcement panel 2 declines and has bent portions into side 
sill assembly 1. 
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0041. In addition, a lower portion 2c extending from the 
lower end portion of the body-shaped portion2b is connected 
to a lower flange formed by the attached panels of side sill 
assembly 1. 
0042. The bent portions of body-shaped portions 2b of 
side sill outer reinforcement panel 2 are formed in consider 
ation of the width and shape of passenger frame F, that is, 
generally extends horizontally to the side sill assembly 1 and 
declines and bends to the lower portion of the side sill assem 
bly 1 in consideration of the rectangular cross section of 
passenger frame F. 
0043. On the other hand, both ends of a center panel por 
tion 5 that form the bottom of center floor panel 4 are con 
nected into side sills S and a second side sill closed space b is 
formed between the upper portion 2a of the side sill outer 
reinforcement panel 2 attached inside the side sill S and the 
side sill inner reinforcement panel 3. 
0044 Fixed portions 6 of the center floor panel 4 that are 
different in height at both ends of center panel portion 5 
forming the bottom of center floor panel 4 are attached to the 
side sill outer reinforcement panels 2. 
0045 Center floor panel 4 has an extending block portion 
7that blocks the side sill inner reinforcement panel 3 between 
the center panel portion 5 and fixed portion 6 to form second 
side sill closed space b. 
0046. Further, center floor panel 4 has a front fixed portion 
8 that is declined downwards and attached to a portion of the 
side sill inner reinforcement panel 3 that is attached to center 
panel portion 5 of center floor panel 4. 
0047. The second side sill closed space b is closed by the 
extending block portion 7 that extends from center panel 
portion 5 of center floor panel 4 to the side sill outer rein 
forcement panel 2 and blocks the lower portion of the space. 
0048. In addition, the second side sill closed space b is 
formed by a body-shaped portion 3b that extends with a step 
from an upper portion 3a of the side sill inner reinforcement 
panel 3 attached to a portion of the upperportion 2a ofside sill 
outer reinforcement panel 2. 
0049. Fixed portion 6 extending from the end of center 
panel portion 5 of center floor panel 4 is attached to upper end 
portion of body-shaped portion2b of side sill outer reinforce 
ment panel 2. 
0050. Further, lower portion 3c extending from a lower 
portion of the body-shaped portion 3b of the side sill inner 
reinforcement panel 3 to center floor panel 4 is attached to 
front fixed portion 8 that inclines with a step from centerpanel 
portion 5 of center floor panel 4. 
0051. The attached portions of side sill outer reinforce 
ment panel 2, side sill inner reinforcement panel 3, and center 
floor panel 4 are welded. 
0052 Further, the lower portion 3c of side sill inner rein 
forcement panel 3 and the front fixed portion 8 of center floor 
panel 4 are welded at a welding angle A. The more the 
welding angle A increases, the less the passenger frame F 
occupies the inner space of the vehicle, in which, however, the 
welding is difficult, such that passenger frame F is disposed 
inside side sill S at a predetermined angle where the welding 
is possible. 
0053. Therefore, according to an exemplary embodiment 
of the present invention, first side sill closed spacea is formed 
by side sill outer reinforcement panel 2 attached inside the 
side sill assembly 1 of side sill S. 
0054 Further, as second side sill closed space b is formed 
by side sill inner reinforcement panel 3 attached to side sill 
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outer reinforcement panel 2 and front fixed portion 8 extend 
ing from center panel portion 5 of center floor panel 4, frame 
member space c that is open to the upper portion of side sill S 
at the lower portion of side sill S can be formed. 
0055 As described above, since the frame member space 
c of side sill S is positioned higher than the center panel 
portion 5 of center floor panel 4 forming the bottom inside the 
vehicle, when the upper portions of both side frames f of 
passenger frame F is disposed in frame member spaces c, the 
upper portion of passenger frame F is positioned higher than 
the center panel portion 5, such that the lower portion of side 
sill Slowered to the ground level. 
0056. Therefore, the height from the ground level to the 
vehicle, that is, as shown in FIG. 3, a distance La that is the 
height of center panel portion 5 of center floor panel 4 from 
the ground level is smaller thana distance Lb that is the height 
of the upper portion of passenger frame F from the ground 
level. 
0057. As shown in FIG. 1B, when passenger frame F is 
inserted in side sill S. Such as a monocoque type vehicle M. 
the vehicle according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention has a height Smaller than a vehicle equipped 
with a common frame F" of which the position is not affected 
by side sill S. 
0058. The forgoing descriptions of specific exemplary 
embodiments of the present invention have been presented for 
purposes of illustration and description. They are not 
intended to be exhaustive or to limit the invention to the 
precise forms disclosed, and obviously many modifications 
and variations are possible in light of the above teachings. The 
exemplary embodiment were chosen and described in order 
to explain certain principles of the invention and their prac 
tical application, to thereby enable others skilled in the art to 
make and utilize various exemplary embodiments of the 
present invention, as well as various alternatives and modifi 
cations thereof. It is intended that technical spirit and scope of 
the present invention be defined by the Claims appended 
hereto and their equivalents. 

1. A vehicle equipped with a passenger frame having a 
small height from the ground level, wherein side frames at 
both sides of the passenger frame are disposed in spaces 
formed by side sills that are formed at both sides of the 
vehicle, 

wherein the passenger frame is configured to extend Sub 
stantially a full length of a body of the vehicle and is 
positioned under the body, and wherein the side sills are 
formed in the body. 

2. The vehicle as defined in claim 1, wherein an upper 
portion of the space formed by the side sill is positioned 
higher than a center portion of a center floor panel and upper 
portions of the side frames of the passenger frame that are 
disposed in the side sills are disposed higher than the center 
portion of the center floor panel. 

3. The vehicle as defined in claim 2, wherein the side sill 
includes: 

a side sill assembly that includes a plurality of panels 
attached to each other at a predetermined distances from 
each other to form the outside of the bottom of the 
vehicle: 

a side sill outer reinforcement panel that is attached to form 
a first side sill closed space in the side sill assembly that 
is an empty space inside the side sill assembly; and 
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a side sill inner reinforcement panel that is connected to the 
center floor panel at a predetermined distance from the 
side sill outer reinforcement panel. 

4. The vehicle as defined in claim 3, wherein the side sill 
outer reinforcement panel has a body-shaped portion that 
horizontally extends from the end of an upper portion to the 
side sill assembly in consideration of a rectangular cross 
section of the side frame of the passenger frame and then 
declines and bends toward the side sill assembly. 

5. The vehicle as defined in claim 2, wherein the center 
floor panel has a center panel portion at the bottom, of which 
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both ends are connected to the inside of the side sills and that 
forms a second side sill closed space between the side sill 
outer reinforcement panel attached inside of the side sill and 
the side sill inner reinforcement panel. 

6. The vehicle as defined in claim 5, the center floor panel 
has a front fixed portion that declines and forms a welding 
angle. 

7. The vehicle as defined in claim 1, wherein a longitudinal 
length of the body is approximately equal to a longitudinal 
length of the passenger frame. 

c c c c c 


